Powerley
Powerley is a new venture created from the collaboration of two companies: Vectorform which is a
software developer and the utility DTE Energy.
They define themselves as the only utility-designed home energy management solution in the
market. Therefore, its solution is centred on the utility and is completely branded with the utility
brand (“delivering a unique experience to each utility”).
Moreover, apart from the software, the complete package solution also includes two branded
hardware: first, an energy ‘bridge’ that works as a gateway device connected with the smart meter in
order to receive more frequent information from it and that can be also connected to other external
devices. This device can be connected with the majority of home solutions and therefore, it allows to
remotely control thermostats, lights, etc. from the smartphone. Second, a smart thermostat that
controls the home temperature remotely and is connected to the previously called energy ‘bridge’ is
also included on the package. The cost of such devices depends on how much each utility wants to
charge. In the case of DTE Energy, it is offered to their customers for free.
The platform provides real time consumption information, appliance level disaggregation and energy
efficiency recommendations from self-learning and personalization method. Moreover, it also offers
a collaborative system for peak demand response events. This system encourages customers to
participate in community events and enables utilities to better manage their targeted savings.

Finally, a very innovative feature of the app is the so-called PowerScan tool which reads the magnetic
field created by a power cable and provides the power consumed and the cost associated with it of
any device only by using an iPhone.
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MeterGenius
MeterGenius offers to utilities a self-branded customer platform for energy management. The
platform is available on web portal and mobile or tablet app. It gives general suggestions and
recommendations on how to save energy and become more energy efficiency. Moreover, it can be
connected to outsource devices such as thermostats from external providers.
Special focus is made on gamification. In order to motivate customers, they offer reward points to
stimulate good energy behaviours, engage customers into the platform and create loyalty with the
utility brand.
They differentiate themselves from other products (like OPower) by delivering a persistentengagement platform because their customers continue to see the results due to their gamification
programs. However, they claim that in other platforms the customer only sees the results at the
beginning and afterwards he or she declines.
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Greenely
Greenely is a start-up from Sweden focused to help customer in decreasing their energy
consumption by offering a platform that stimulates their energy behaviour. The software is available
through utilities and therefore, it is also a customer engagement solution and a way to decrease peak
costs for them.
The software is presented in an app and a web portal. To stimulate good energy performance,
gamification is one of their key features together with comparison tools and community building. To
visualize the energy consumption, the platform includes the design of a tree which is directly
influenced by the level of consumption.
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Plugwise
Plugwise is a Dutch company offering different hardware based products related with wireless
energy management and control systems in order to increase energy efficiency in private households
and business organizations.
One of their popular devices is Smile P1 which connects the smart meter with the smartphone or
tablet via wireless. The connection is done through a P1 port and therefore, it is required that the
smart meter has this output source.
It works as a gateway of consumption data both for electricity and gas. The app is mainly informative
presenting hourly, daily, monthly and yearly data. The app is also available for prosumers allowing
them to measure both production and consumption.
The product including the hardware and software is available at a price of 99€.
Other products from Plugwise are Anna and Coolding. The first one is a smart thermostat that allows
the user to control and schedule home temperature from his smartphone and it costs 249€. The
second one is an infrared device to remotely control the HVAC from the smartphone or tablet which
costs 149€.
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Eneco
Eneco is a Dutch utility company offering Toon, an energy efficiency product that consists on a smart
thermostat connected to smart meters. The package is composed by several elements as is
connected via wireless to the boiler, the electricity and gas smart meters.
It provides information on how much electricity and gas is being consumed at any time and by day,
week, month or year. Besides this, if desired it also offers some tips on how to save energy and is
able to control remotely the boiler.
The product is also available for non-utility customers. However, the cost of it varies: for Eneco’s
customers, the installation is for free and they charge 3.5€ per month in the bill. For non-customers,
they have to pay the installation cost (75€) and a monthly fee of 4.95€.
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Green choice
Green choice is a renewable Dutch utility that provides electricity and gas. They have their own
platform to provide an energy efficiency service to their customers. The software offered to their
customers is a very simple app that provides daily, monthly and yearly consumption information.
The app does not offer real time consumption and the smallest time lapse is daily consumption.
However, it offers a comparison with other similar households and provides some tips on how to
save energy.
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Bee Group
Bee Group is the energy efficiency department of the International Centre for Numerical Methods in
Engineering (CIMNE). The company offers solutions to households, utilities, community buildings and
cities, all related to provide tips and recommendations for a more efficient use of energy.
For the consumer side, they offer ControlaEnergia which is an app that provides graphs on your
historic consumption, gives recommendations and compares with other users. Also, it includes some
gamification tips to enhance the user engagement on the app. For instance, it awards the user with
points for different reasons such as daily access or input information. It is important to highlight that
the user has to enter his consumption data and is able to enter as much data as desired.
Besides this, the same software together with extra services related to data analytics is offered to
utilities as a customer engagement tool. In this case, the software uses the data provided by the
utility smart meters.
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Green Pocket
Green Pocket is a software specialist based on Germany that provides energy and water
management solutions to large and small utilities for residential and business customers.
The channels used within the residential product are: web portal, smartphone app and newsletter.
Consumption data is obtained from smart meters, but the software is also able to connect with other
hardware that allows offering extra smart home tools. Besides this, social metering is a key feature of
the software: it allows posting the user’s achievements on Facebook, challenging your friends and
wining badges for personal successes. Furthermore, it is also possible to visualize the energy
produced if the customer works as a prosumer.
The software for business customers is similar, but more focused on the management side of time
and resources.
In addition, Green Pocket is spreading its product by offering also smart home software. This tool
includes remote control of appliances and lighting, and can be connected to many types of hardware
(control devices, sensors, etc).
Finally, the company also offers consulting services for those interested in entering the smart home
market. They provide different types of help such as market research or hardware acknowledgement
as a result of their experience.
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Rocket Home
Rocket Home is a German company offering multiple products in a centralized way. All the
applications and features are connected in a unique device in order to provide “a complete solution
for connected homes”. The fields covered are: home control, home monitoring and home energy.
Their solution is provided with an open software platform called HomeRUN intelligence cloud. The
platform is white-label in order to allow branding on it and highly customizable. Their customers are
mainly utilities and telecommunication companies.
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Mirubee
Mirubee is a start-up from Wayra (Telefonica accelerator) that offers an energy efficiency solution in
a BtoC (Business to Customer) business model. It is important to highlight that this solution does not
use the data from smart meters and requires installing a device into the home’s electrical panel. This
device, Mirubox, sends continuously the consumption data via Wi-Fi and its price is 119.50€.
The channels used are smartphone app and web portal. It provides tips on the best electric tariff for
the customer based on his/her past consumption. The most important feature is its ability to
disaggregate consumption data through Inspectee technology.
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Wattio
Wattio is a company providing home control solutions for comfort, energy efficiency and security
services. They offer different types of devices such as smart thermostats, smart plugs, security
cameras, etc.
For each demand, they offer several packages composed by different devices. For instance, to save
electricity, they offer a package composed by a smart plug and an electricity monitor. Both devices
are connected to the software provided by Wattio.
The software gives insights on your electricity consumption and provides information on your
consumption habits. Moreover, it also provides a comparison with other homes and sends alarm
when something unusual happens in the consumption.
The price of a package composed by a smart thermostat, a smart plug, an energy monitor and a
home automation centre is 299.90€.
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Circutor
Circutor is a company with more than 40 years of experience on designing and manufacturing
hardware devices for energy efficiency services such as monitoring, measurement, control,
protection, etc.
One of their innovative devices is Wibeee which is a consumption analyser. The device is inserted
into the electrical panel and connected to a Wi-Fi connection in order to collect electrical data. The
market price of the device is 173€.

The interaction with the user is done with an app also developed by Circutor. The software allows the
user to access to his/her consumption data in real time by using a smartphone, a tablet or a
computer. The platform provides instantaneous power consumption and allows exporting the data
generated to an Excel sheet. Moreover, it also provides instantaneous values for other variables such
as active power, reactive power, intensity, voltage, and frequency, etc. The data is collected into the
platform in order to observe and compare the evolution of electricity consumption.
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Intelen
Intelen is a USA start-up company that provides a customer engagement platform for utility
customers both businesses and residential. The company puts all the efforts on providing the most
completely personalized service. Understanding each customer’s behavioural pattern is the key
success to offer services that “Engage people to rethink”.
The solution proposed, presented under the name of DiG Energy, is white-labelled in order to include
utility brands and has many different features that can vary depending on the willingness of each
energy provider.
Features are comprised in 4 main sections: DiG Energy, DiG Engagement, DiG Marketplace and DiG
Consulting/Analytics. DiG Energy provides tools to monitor daily energy consumption and its
associated cost through different functionalities such as peer comparison, peak demand monitoring,
energy disaggregation, personalized notifications and bills prediction. DiG Engagement provides
educational tools to empower behavioural changes in the users in order to retain them as long as
possible and attract new customers. They provide personalized services in order to satisfy customer’s
needs through gamification tools. At the same time, users are challenged in order to understand the
benefits of their achievements. DiG Marketplace is also related with the gamification tools. It is a
place that can be used for the utility as a way to increase the revenues, and with the introduction of
virtual coins, it offers the user an extra gamified experience to recompense his/her energy savings
efforts. Finally, DiG Consulting/Analytics is a service resulting from the acknowledgement on
understanding every user’s routine. This tool is offered to utilities in order to be able to segment
more accurately the market and prepare more customized marketing campaigns.
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Watty
Watty is a start-up from Sweden focused on disaggregation technologies. Using just one
measurement source and applying it to their machine learning algorithms, they are able to diagnose
the appliances energy usage. To do so, their solution requires of a low-cost hardware that obtains
the data from the smart meter. Moreover, it also compares the appliances with alternatives in the
market.
The solution is mainly designed for utility companies to increase their customer engagement.
However, they also offer his software to solar providers and connected homes companies. In these
cases, they allow to use and integrate with their software.
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Alert Me
AlertMe is a UK company offering hardware and software in order to enable household users to
monitor and control their energy consumption. Through disaggregation algorithms, they provide
energy savings recommendations.
Hardware devices are based on a home hub that can be connected via wireless to other AlertMe
devices and third party devices.
The software platform is based on three main products: SmartEnergy for electricity monitoring,
SmartHeating for remote heating control and SmartMonitoring for home monitoring.

It has been acquired by British Gas and the original website is no longer available. (65m$)
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British Gas
British Gas is the largest UK energy company. They supply gas, electricity, boilers and home services.
In 2015, they acquired the company AlertMe in order to offer an energy saving service directly to
their customers.
The company offers for free to their customers the installation of a smart meter that monitors at real
time the electricity and gas consumption. The smart meter together with the platform My Energy
enables the user to visualize his/her daily, weekly, monthly and yearly energy consumption, and
compares it with past values and other customers. Moreover, the platform also provides some
general energy saving tips.
Besides this, they also offer Hive, a smart thermostat to control and monitor heating. The thermostat
is provided in a package with two more devices that enable to connect to the boiler and the wireless
router. It is important to highlight that there is no need to be British Gas customer to be able to
purchase this product. The price of the complete kit is 249$.
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Factor Energia
Factor Energia is an electricity retailer offering a new energy efficiency service to his customers. The
service is accessible from an app named Factor SmartHome and it is focused on the economic savings
through a responsible energy use.
The main characteristic of the platform is the ability to present the hourly price of electricity and give
recommendations on the best time for using common appliances such as washing machines. Besides
this, the platform also offers the possibility to compare with other consumers. If the user includes
information about his/her home, the platform is also able to provide personalized energy saving tips
depending on geographic situation, number of people, heating/cooling system, etc.
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Fifthplay
Fifthplay is a Belgium company delivering smart home solutions for increasing comfort and save
energy. They work together with utilities, telecommunication companies and others.
The product range is wide and they offer mainly many different hardware smart devices and
software connected to them. The products are assembled in several packages for specific purposes.
For example, they offer packages for schools and universities, for software developers and for
utilities.
Using the software from a web portal or through the app, the user can control smart plugs, set the
temperature of the thermostat and compare the consumption of each device.
Smart cities are also one of their customers. In this case, they offer a specialized solution for them
called Nuvonet that offers a smart community platform built by blocks that are chose specifically for
each type of community.
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Onzo
Onzo is a company focused on analysing big data in order to provide customized solutions to utilities
for customer engagement services. They emphasize on their ability to develop complete customized
tools for specific uses depending on each utility need. Moreover, the platform offered is completely
white-labelled in order to personalize the communication between the customer and the utility.
In other words, they analyse big data from the utility to transform and deliver valuable information
that benefits both user and utilities. The data received from the utility comes from electricity and gas
meters.
They are already working with the utility Green Choice and with Silver Spring Networks.
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Wattabit
Wattabit is a Software as a Service (SaaS) company providing a platform to monitor and remotely
control energy consumption such as electricity, gas and water.
The company does not take park on the Hardware development, but it enables the connection and
communication with any hardware. The software is focused to small business and companies.
Moreover, it is also provided to Energy Service companies as a tool to offer their services.
The basic features included on the platform are presented in the image below. Personalized reports,
remote control, billing information and detection of extra payment, real time monitoring, etc.
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Ijenko
Ijenko is a French company that provides a platform to enhance consumers experience across
different IoT environments. The platform offers what they called the Internet of Energy (IoE) which
consists on developing services and linking smart energy devices in order to provide a collaborative
tool between Ijenko’s customers and residential consumers.
Ijenko’s customers are divided in four figures: utilities, telcos, consumer electronic (CE) groups and
smart cities. They enable utilities to engage their customers by providing tools to save energy and
demand response programs. Telcos can use the platform to offer added-value services such as
security, home automation and smart heating services in order to differentiate. CE companies
collaborate with Ijenko to design and develop smart home devices. At the same time, they can use
the platform as a bridge to enter new markets from the IoT. Finally, smart cities can take advantage
of its platform to deploy integrated energy management systems.
The Ijenko Home Energy Management Solution have different features: Energy efficiency tips such as
total consumption, appliances consumption, savings and comparisons. Other features are: Smart
heating, Demand response, Electric Vehicles charging, PV production.
The platform is accessible through many APIs which allow customer to create their own end-user
experiences.
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Efergy
Efergy was founded in 2005 with the central mission to help people save energy, money and the
environment by providing online energy monitors and In-home displays. Their systems give an insight
on how much energy is being consumed in real time and the cost associated with it. It also shows
historical information.
Their monitoring solutions are available both for end users (homes and small businesses) and
utilities. Moreover, they participated in public projects for specific cities (for example Queensland,
Sabadell and Donostia).
Besides this, Efergy also collaborates with some utilities to develop smart meters by providing PLC
gateways and Zigbee enabled monitors.
They are constantly developing new smart home products to keep on the road of the connected
home.
They offer different package products with kits specialized for each application and customer.
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Smappee
Smappee offers a solution to monitor the home electricity consumption. They present the product as
“the world’s smartest home energy monitor”.
The solution is based on an Energy Monitor that has to be connected to the home’s fuse box. This
monitor is connected through the Wi-Fi to their own software accessible from a smartphone and
web portal. They provide appliance level consumption due to their knowledge on disaggregation
algorithms.
Besides this, they also offer smart home products. Specifically, Smart Plugs are provided to control
remotely selected appliances or lighting.
Moreover, the software presents an Awards section that rewards good user’s behaviours such as
completing your profile, reduce consumption, label appliances, etc.
The product can be found directly for the end-user and is presented in packages. For instance, the
most common product including the Energy Monitor and a Smart Plug, costs 199,00€.
They also offer a version named Pro which is focused on bringing energy monitoring and control to
SME’s.
Finally, as their newest product, Smappee has also developed hardware to monitor gas and water
consumption. All the hardware offered is connected and is presented together in the same software.
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Navetas
Navetas is a UK company delivering services for the smart home. The services are cloud-based energy
monitoring and smart data analytics.
They have a product called Loop that works as a personal energy assistant. It consists on a platform
that monitors electricity and gas, gives real-time advice and is accessible from your phone, table or
computer. Moreover, starting on 2016, it also monitors Micro-generation.
The platform offers real-time monitoring of consumption in terms of energy and cost. It also presents
spends on the last day, week, month and year. Gas and electricity are presented together in order to
observe the importance of each one.
Moreover, it offers tools such as comparison with similar users and budget challenges proposed by
the user: the platform only explains what the current state of accomplishment is and summarizes the
previous budgets.
Finally, an important and distinctive tool within the platform is the access to the best deals based on
your consumption and the possibility to switch easily from your energy provider. This service is
similar to a marketplace of energy providers and is offered through a partnership with uSwitch.com
which is the #1 energy switching service in the UK.
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Ecoisme
Ecoisme is a Polish company that developed a solution to “save energy in an easy way”. The solution
is hardware based and includes a sensor connected to the home electric box that tracks the energy
consumption. This measurement is synchronised with a platform that provides recommendations
and alerts in order to save energy.
The two principal characteristics of this solution is the ability to detect appliances through
disaggregation algorithms and the personalized tips. It is important to highlight that they used
power analysis and spectrum analysis to detect devices. This is a very precise tool that requires
high frequency measurement hardware.
Moreover, the platform can be also integrated to out-source smart devices. Besides this, it is also
connected to social network such as Facebook in order to compare with your friends.
The solution automatically detects the most common appliances. However, the user can also provide
some detailed information about them in order to get more precise feedback.
The personalized tips are based on detection of high energy consumption. For instance, with this
system, the software can detect if the user forgot to close the fridge or if the iron is turned on for too
long. Furthermore, other recommendations regarding the best time to charge the car or to run the
washing machine are available.
Finally, the platform also monitors micro-generation in case the user has solar panels or some other
micro generation at home.
The project was financed via crowdfunding and the campaign end by June 2015 raising the amount of
67.000$. The product is intended to be available in the market in April 2016, but the price is not
presented yet.
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Neurio
Neurio is a company from Canada offering a solution for residential users to save energy and thus,
save money.
Their solution is hardware based and consists on installing a measurement device into the electric
box. This device is connected through the Wi-Fi to a software platform that monitors the home
electricity consumption. Therefore, the platform presents the real-time power consumption of the
house and other features such as historic data, ranking comparison with neighbours, bill forecasting
and energy saving tips. Moreover, the platform is also able to monitor solar generation in the case it
exists.
The product is presented in two versions named Home Energy Monitor and Intelligent Energy
Monitor. The difference between them are the features included, being the second one the premium
version. Consequently, Intelligent Energy Monitor offers appliance level consumption and it is able to
detect several appliances. Moreover, to have more precise insights, the user can input information
regarding his appliances. To do this, the platform includes the “training” mode which is designed
specifically to detect appliances.
Finally, the solution also sends personalized notifications to alert of forecasted excess consumption
in order to prevent the user.
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Simple Energy
Simple Energy is a customer engagement company for utilities with the aim to change people’s mind
on energy. Their goal is to “inspire customers to take action”. Their solution offers a range of
experiences to engage people and is designed taking into account that different people respond to
different things. Consequently, they put a lot of emphasis to send personalized messages to every
customer. To receive more precise and personalized tips, the user is able to introduce characteristics
of its home using an intuitive survey.
Moreover, the platform also provides comparison with similar houses. It shows the consumption of
those houses similar to yours. Furthermore, several tools are used to motivate users. For instance,
good behaviours are rewarded, goals are proposed and testimonial stories from other users are
shown in order to inspire people to act.
It is important to highlight one of the innovative tools included: community energy saving
competitions. This type of competitions is organized during peak energy times and is rewarded with
badges or virtual points. Moreover, this tool is their way to build a community because every user
participates to achieve a common goal and it compares between users by showing the contribution
of each participant. Therefore, the platform also offers a demand side management for utilities in
order to allow their users to participate in demand response programs.
Besides this, the platform is also connected to a marketplace branded by the utility that allows
customers to take wise decisions when purchasing new energy related products. Some products can
be purchased using virtual points or badges.
Finally, the platform is white-labelled and each utility is able to brand the platform and integrate with
the utility’s current website.
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eGreen
eGreen is a French start-up that helps to reduce water consumption and energy consumption both in
electricity and gas. To achieve this goal, it monitors water, electricity, gas and indoor temperature.
However, it is important to highlight that users without access to monitoring can join the platform as
well. In this case, the user introduces manually the consumption of his electric, gas or water meter
regularly.
The monitor these consumptions, an online shop is available to purchase monitoring devices. These
devices are installed into the electric box or the gas/water meters and connected via wireless to
eGreen’s platform. At the moment, eGreen offers devices to measure electricity consumption, but
other external companies can also offer other devices that can be synchronized to eGreen platform.
eGreen’s platform shows the consumption of water, gas and electricity in an hourly time base.
Consumptions is presented in kWh consumed, € costed or CO2 emitted. Moreover, it also offers a
comparison with anonymous neighbours. It is important to say that within this comparison the user
can observe the number of habitants or the house surface in each household in order to have a more
effective comparison. Besides this, the platform also provides energy efficiency recommendations
and it can be used as a tool to organized friendly competitions. The messages presented or general
with the common link to be sustainable, ecological or energy efficiency related.
The product is generally offered to end users. However, it is also available for enterprises and
community buildings. Moreover, eGreen has been selected as one of the five start-ups included in a
project called DataCity. In this case, the services from eGreen will be offered to the citizens of Paris.
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Enernoc
Enernoc define himself as “the world leader in energy intelligence software”. They identify two main
customers: business and utilities. For business they offer analytics solutions to control their energy
costs and for utilities, they provide solutions to enhance the relationship with their customers.
Their solution compares electricity consumption between neighbours for residential and SME’s. It
also sends energy efficiency recommendation messages.
It enables also to organize demand response events in order to increase customer engagement and
improve demand-side management.
Enernoc’s solution is specialized on utilities business customers rather than residential.
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My Energy
My Energy is an online service company that had been acquired by Nest in 2013. The company itself
provides a platform that gathers all your utility bills in one common place. Therefore, it is a way for
residential users to collect electricity, gas and water bills in a same place. Moreover, the platform is
connected to Facebook or Google social network in order to create a community and compare with
your friends. At the same time, by introducing his address, the user is also compared to their
neighbours.
The platform is offered directly to residential users in US. However, utilities can also participate on it
and use the platform as a customer engagement solution and meet their energy efficiency goals.
Energy savings challenges are organized through the platform allowing its users to participate on
them and earn rewards for good energy behaviours. These reward points can be used later in a
marketplace offered as a result of the collaboration with other businesses. Energy savings can be
achieved thanks to the “tips to save on your energy bill” presented in the platform.
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Current Cost
Current Cost is a UK company that produces devices to monitor electricity (recently, gas also)
consumption. Their solution is hardware based and they offer different devices to track energy.
Besides this, they also offer some software to show the data collected from their software online.
Moreover, they allow other parties or individuals to develop software to be used with their devices
and these options are included in their website.
Their main product is an IHD device that works as an Energy Monitor that track the energy
consumption in real-time. There are several models: the simplest one only presents real-time
consumption and associated cost, and the new generation models also offer appliance monitoring.
This is not based on disaggregation models, but it shows how your consumption is expended during
the day in order to identify if you are leaving some appliance on.
In addition, to connect IHD’s to software, it is needed to purchase another device (NetSmart) that
works as a bridge between them. This hardware product has been also developed by Current Cost.
Finally, there is another energy bridge that is connected directly to the smart meters and obtains
energy consumption data from it. However, this product is also compatible with some types of smart
meters that are presented in their website.
Finally, they recently developed a product that is connected to gas smart meters and therefore, it
also monitors gas consumption. The information is gathered also into their online dashboard. They
have two models depending on the smart meter type.
Current Cost’s products can be found directly in their online shop and through some utilities that
include their products in their personalized online marketplace.
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Dwelo
Dwelo is a start-up company created in 2014 with the aim to transform apartments into smart
homes. Their solution is offered to two types of customers: residential and apartment managers.
The product can be divided in three main areas, all gathered in a common mobile app. The first
service is focused on Convenience and it consists on enabling the user to control the lighting from the
smartphone. Second, it is also a Security service allowing the user to lock and unlock door from the
phone. Finally, the third area is focused on Efficiency and it consists on controlling the home’s
temperature through a smart thermostat.
The product is offered directly to residential users or home apartment managers. In this case,
managers can control all their properties with a central platform accessible from the smartphone or
in the website.
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BEN Energy
BEN Energy is a SaaS (Software as a Service) company with the aim to change how people interact
with their energy. The software is based on data analytics and behavioural science algorithms in
order to offer the end-user an energy experience that engages utility companies with residential
users.
There is not much information regarding the characteristics and features included in their platform.
Nevertheless, it is intended to be highly customizable for the utility and the communication with the
user is done in a personalized manner through mobile, web, email or sms. In addition, it can be
integrated with the utility service portal and the service can be delivered to users with and without
smart meters.
They are already offering different types of end-customer relationship solutions through their
services to 28 utilities.
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SolarCity
SolarCity is the leader company in photovoltaic solar systems for residential homes, businesses and
governments. They provide full services: design, financing, installation and monitoring.
They have recently developed a mobile app called MySolarCity which allows users to monitor their
energy consumption and solar production. Consumption and generation data is presented in realtime mode, but also historic daily, monthly and yearly data is presented. Apart from it, the platform
also includes extra features such as information regarding where the user can save more energy in
his home, a map that shows the location of other users within the community and the possibility to
earn reward points and money when recommending to new customers. Furthermore, it also enables
users to share their experience through a social media tool called SolarCity story.
This service is only delivered to those customers that installed a special device in their electric panels
during the installation phase. This process requires having access into the wires coming from the grid
that can be physically limited in some cases.
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Elenia
Elenia is a Finish electricity and heating utility that already had developed a smart electricity grid by
integrating power distribution and data systems. Consequently, their customers can access online to
their real-time electricity consumption on a month, daily and hourly basis.
This information is provided through a mobile app and a web portal.
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Enel & Ilevia
Enel is the biggest Italian company within the energy market and Ilevia is a company dedicated to
develop software and hardware to automate homes and buildings. As a result of their collaboration,
they have developed a product called Enel Smart Info which consists on a smart device connected to
a socket that connects with Enel’s smart meters and thus, monitors electricity usage.
The information is presented through an app and web portal and it also shows historical data.
Moreover, it also monitors generation from solar panels if existing.
It is important to highlight the easy way of installing such device and that it is only compatible with
Enel’s smart meters.
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Tendril
Tendril is a US company offering a cloud-based platform for utilities to deliver customer engagement
solutions.
The solution is based on what they called Tendril’s Energy Intelligence which consists on
understanding and simulating how people worldwide consume energy. They also use data analytics
to analyse how structural data of the house (size, insulation, thermal capacity, and a long etc) and
how weather conditions affect energy consumption. Besides their knowledge on the home, they also
analyse behaviours on the home and how people engage with energy services. They emphasize on
the unique way of user’s relationship with energy habits and consequently, the importance of
personalizing communication with them. Furthermore, no smart data is required to offer his solution.
Features included in the platform are: real-time energy consumption, neighbourhood comparisons
and energy efficient personalized tips. The app can also be synchronised and control remotely
connected home devices. Moreover, it allows also to participate in Demand Response programs
organized by the utility and the user can share his achievements through social media such as
Facebook, Twitter and email.
Finally, they identified three types of customers: Utilities & Retailers, Solar providers and Real Estate
professionals.
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EcoFactor
EcoFactor applies advanced analytics to connected home devices. Their application automatically
manages thermostats and air conditioners allowing end users to reduce their energy bill.
The platform is based on three main fields: Proactive Energy Efficiency recommendations, optimized
Demand Response events and HVAC Performance Monitoring.
Their solution is offered through different channels: Utilities, Home Service Providers and Energy
Retailers. All designed to reach end consumers.
They emphasize on providing solutions that avoid the user to be constantly monitoring and adjusting
their thermostat. Their algorithms learn by themselves and adjust automatically. It also prevents
from DR events by cooling the home before a DR event starts. Finally, it detects problems on the
HVAC system that may affect the energy efficiency of the equipment.
The platform can be integrated to existing interfaces through an API allowing customers to brand
their unique consumer experience.
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ANNEX 3: Product analysis of the Energy Management Business

Product
App

Channels
Newsletter /
Web
Report

Features
Comparison

Enerbyte
Opower
C3 IoT
Silver Spring
Comverge
Bidgely
Grid4C
Powerley
MeterGenius
CIMNE Bee Group
Greenly
Plugwise
Toon
Green Choice App
Green Pocket
Mirubee
Wattio
Circutor. Wibeee
Intelen
Watty
British Gas
Factor Energia
Fifth play
Onzo
Ijenko
Efergy
Smapee
Navetas
Ecoisme
Neurio
Simple Energy
Egreen
MyEnergy
Currentcost
Dwelo
BEN Energy
SolarCity
Elenia Oy
Enel
Tendril
Rocket Home

Community
Interaction

Ranking

Rewards /
Gamification
Not now

Prosumer

Temperature

Remote Control

Not now
Thermostat
CustomerIQ Solar

Thermostat
Thermostat

Share in FB
Thermostat

Notifications

Marketplace

Not now

Not now

Demand
Response

Bill advisor

Control switches (HW)
Reminders, Events,…
Alerts, irregularities
Alerts, DR Events…
Reminders…?

Leader

Not sure

Share FB
Anna/Coolding Anna/Coolding
Boiler
Thermostat
Smoke detector YES
Newsletter

Share FB

Smart Home YES…
Thermostat
If it's in the PV panel…

Smart plugs…

Thermostat

Hardware…

Messages
Goals&Challenges
Points (lack info)

if asked…
Telcos…
Gas&Water…

Weekly

Alerting
Personalized
lack info

Smart Plugs

Budgets…

Facebook
Facebook
Ranking
Weekly / timely based
Similar Home Competitions Badges
Anonymus Not sure…
Not sure
Key
Facebook, Google
Depends on the software chose
Managers
Email, Sms No INFO
Rally
Rally
Not sure
Not cited
SolarCity story Ambassador
Mukana Minun Sivuni
Home Energy Report

their own products

Events, Alerts
Alerts

Monthly report

if asked…

Alerts

Facebook, Twitter

if integration smart devices…
Personalized
maybe Third party integrations…
Excess
Outdoor
Personalized

IHD's
Thermostat

Not clear
Integration
but Awards…
Tariff tracker
Integration

Online Shope of their HW
Alerts? Maybe Yes…
No INFO
No INFO
No INFO

With connected home devices
Demand Side management
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BtoB
BtoC
Utility

Institutions
/ Smart

Communities
/ SME's

Electricity

Gas

Water

Level of disaggregation /
Individual Monitoring

HW based

Enerbyte
Opower
C3 IoT
Silver Spring
Comverge
Bidgely
Grid4C
Powerley
MeterGenius
CIMNE Bee Group
Greenly
Plugwise
Toon
Green Choice App
Green Pocket
Mirubee
Wattio
Circutor. Wibeee
Intelen
Watty
British Gas
Factor Energia
Fifth play
Onzo
Ijenko
Efergy
Smapee
Navetas
Ecoisme
Neurio
Simple Energy
Egreen
MyEnergy
Currentcost
Dwelo
BEN Energy
SolarCity
Elenia Oy
Enel
Tendril
Rocket Home

Data
Smartmeter Submetering

Billing

Only statistical

Load dissagregations apps from partners

?
?

but, if HW…
Bridge
(In
Bridge /Thermostat

?

?
Not yet

Eneco…
Green Choice…
Smart home YES…
Smart plugs YES…
NO imprescindible
Bridge

Bridge
hot water…
not sure..

see "Nuvonet"
Telcos also…
Sabadell i +

Hardware…

Not sure if already there
?
TBC

Smart plugs YES…

gateway + outsource Smart devices YES…
Smart sockets YES…
Bridge

Bridge. m3

Bridge. kWh

No need
Bridge

Bridge

Spectrum Analysis!
Premium version
Not cited
Paris

Buildings

Gaz,eau,electricité

online shop

Smart sockets YES…
Property managers
No INFO

No INFO
Energy usage analysis (installation)

Not sure
Real State…?
Telcos also…Not sure

Energy Calculator / Statistical

Not cited
Not cited
Bridge
Is not required

Segurament…
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